
In the week before the Cleveland Inquiry released the 
Butler-Sloss report, a Feminist Coalition (Feminists Against 
Child Sexual Abuse) issued a press statement and briefing 
document. The coalition includes individual women and 

groups from all over Britain and their goal was to claim a 
voice in the so-called 'Great Debate*. Their voice and their 

analysis was ignored. LIZ KELLY reports from the Coalition 
— setting the record straight. 

The document issued by the Feminist Coalition 
sets child sexual abuse in the context of a 
feminist analysis of sexual violence and raises 
many questions and concerns about the way 
the 'crisis' has been represented over the past 
year and about the likely outcome of the 
inquiry. 

The public agenda agreed long ago by the 
media and the 'experts' excluded the most 
fundamental questions, the ones which feminists 
refuse to ignore or deny: who are the abusers, 
how common is child sexual abuse and why 
does it happen? 

The agenda could have included a serious 
examination of the prevalence of child sexual 
abuse. It could have tackled the central issue 
of why the vast majority of abusers are male. 
Instead a media war was declared against a 
woman doctor and a woman social worker. 
These two women, committed to detecting 
child sexual abuse, have been 'found' guilty in 
order that 'nice, normal families' can be 
declared innocent. What will it take before the 
British press use banner headlines like 'Never 
Again' about child sexual abuse, rather than its 
detection? 

As a feminist I am pleased that the report 
did not add fuel to the scapegoating of 
Marietta Higgs and Sue Richardson, to the 
attempt to discredit professional women when 
there were individual men who played as much, 
if not more, of a role in the 'crisis'. But the 
report raises many issues which as feminists we 
should be extremely concerned about. Three of 
these I wish to discuss here: the question of 
'evidence'; the assumptions which underlay 
social work practice in Cleveland and which are 
central to the report itself; and the issues 
which the coalition accurately predicted would 
be ignored. 

Unlike the Lord Chancellor, and some 
professionals, feminists know that there is no 
such thing as an 'infallible test'. We also know 
that the law has seldom been about either 
truth or justice when the issue Is men's 
violence to women and children. Recent events 
in the US are a salutory reminder of the 
dangers of placing faith in the legal system. 
Judges are increasingly awarding access, and 
even custody, to men whom children have 
named as their abusers, and where often there 
was supporting medical evidence. An 



underground network, called the Sanctuary 
Movement, shelters and hides mothers and 
children on the run from court jurisdiction. 
Sanctuary are also supporting a growing 
number of mothers who as a result of refusng 
to tell courts where they have hidden their 
children are now in prison. In case anyone is 
foolish enough to think 'this couldn't happen 
here', the argument which justifies these 
decisions - that 65% of children's accusations 
are false, and that false accusations are most 
common in disputes over custody and access -
appears without comment on page 205 of the 
Cleveland report! The male 'expert' who gave 
that 'evidence', also appeared recently on 
Channel 4's 'After Dark'. To anyone familiar 
with new research and practice in the US, it is 
nothing short of bizarre that this maverick's 
participation was sought in preference to 
internationally respected researchers or 
practitioners. 

The starting point for feminists has always 
been, and must continue to be, the testimony 
of women and children. The coalition document 
quotes Lucy Berliner, an American feminist 
social worker, who has worked with children 
and women who have been sexually assaulted 
for 10 years: 
'A legal decision should never be confused with 
the truth. If we believe what children say we 
will be right 95-99% of the time, if we want 
signs and symptoms as proof we will be right 
70-80% of the time, if we require medical 
evidence we will be right 20% of the time and 
if we have to wait for a witness we will be 
right 1 % of the time.' 

Reading the report with this in mind, and in 
the knowledge that what Marietta Higgs was 
trying to do was detect child sexual abuse 
early, rather than wait until children could bear 
it no longer and so told someone, some very 
interesting things jump out at you. Interesting 
things which the report itself glosses over and 
which the media have ignored completely, with 
the exception of Melanie Phillip's commentary 
in the Guardian on July 8th. 

In no case was the disputed RAD (Reflex 
Anal Dilatation) test the sole basis for the 
doctors' diagnosis. Indeed the 'evidence' is 
there for all to see that for a considerable 
number of children a combination of factors, 
including the child telling before or after 
examination, VD, other physical signs or injuries 
to the genital area, the suspicion of adults 
based on the child's behaviour, existed. 
Furthermore, the cases where RAD played a 
more central role (according to Melanie Phillips 
18 of 121 children) appear to be mainly those 
where siblings were examined after a brother or 
sister had been diagnosed as abused. 

Cleveland's Director of Social Services, Mike 
Bishop, released figures on July 12th revealing 
that in 70 per cent of cases the cause for 
concern about sexual abuse was accepted by 
the courts— or by the families themselves. 
Claims that huge numbers of children were 
unnecessarily removed from their homes are 
simply untrue. In only 26 out of 118 cases 
(where children were made the subject of place 
of safety orders) did the law decide that the 
social services had 'got it wrong'. The 26 cases 
involved 12 families. Statutory court orders still 
cover 54 of the 118 children. The parents of a 
further 22 children have accepted supervision 
and support from social workers, in some cases 
because the abuser was someone outside the 
family. In 7 cases, children were sent home 
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revolution 
because the abuser was no longer living 
there— eg. in prison. Finally, in 9 of the 118 
causes 'We were suspicious of abuse. . . but 
could not prove it'. Mr Bishop pointed out that 
child abusers were often 'the best liars in the 
country'. 

We know that most abusive men 
maintain their innocence to police, social 
workers and courts - why else do women and 
children have to give evidence, why else is it 
necessary to have medical evidence and other 
forms of corroboration to support their 
testimony? Yet the media ask us to believe 
these men simply because they anonymously 
deny the abuse in statements to thb press or 
on camera. In case anyone feels this is a bit 
harsh, page 46 of the report contains a 
revealing account of how Stuart Bell (the 
Labour MP who played a major role in 
stimulating the media war) put pressure on a 
mother to join the parents' group, since he 
believed the man's denial. The mother, 
however, believed her child and had 
subsequently discovered that her ex-partner had 
a previous conviction for child sexual abuse! 
The reported rifts in the parents' group this 
week appear to be based on suspicions that 
some of the male members did in fact abuse 
their children. 

Which brings me to the assumptions 
underlying the report itself and the reporting of 
the 'crisis'. Never do we read the words 
'abusers' or 'men', let alone 'mothers' and 
'fathers'. Instead 'parents' and 'families' are the 
focus. This is not accidental. It stems from a 
theoretical model which explains incest lit 
ignores other forms of child sexual abuse as it 
cannot account for them) as a symptom of a 
more fundamental problem: 'family dysfunction'. 
This model underpins, explicitly or implicitly, 
most professional practice in Britain and aspects 
of it have acquired the status of 'truth' . It is 
this model which, as Mary MacLeod and Esther 
Saraga argued and the report confirms, 
determined practice in Cleveland. 'When 
Cleveland social services removed children from 
their families on place of safety orders they 
were not acting arbitrarily but following a 
theory... If it is the family rather than the 
abuser that is the cause of the problem then 
clearly the family cannot be trusted to care for 
the child.' It is not the 'management' of cases 
and the lack of trained 'experts' which is the 
problem, as the Cleveland inquiry suggests, but 
more fundamentally the way a particular 

understanding and explanation of incest 
determines professional practice. 

What a feminist approach insists upon is 
distinguishing between the abusing part of the 
family (usually the adult male} and the 
non-abusing (usually the mother and other 
children). At once it becomes possible to think 
about how one deals with incest differently -
remove the abuser and leave the child with the 
rest of her family. Justice Butler Sloss herself 
notes (page 7) that this is 'the ideal' approach 
to investigation, but only touches on the 
possibilities of a different practice in an 
addendum to the recommendations on page 
254. Would that judges felt ideals were worth 
fighting for! 

Workers who act as if the family was the 
agent of abuse have already lost the possibility 
of building an alliance with the mother. 
Treating parents as a unity makes mothers feel 
responsible and blamed (which in terms of 
theory they are anyway). If a place of safety 
order is obtained for the children, the mothers' 
only ally is the suspected abuser and her 
isolation enables him to convince her of the 
injustice since they are both 'innocent'. In order 
to work in a different way, we not only have 
to abandon the 'orthodoxy' in terms of theory, 
we also have to rid ourselves of the pernicious 
mother-blaming which abounds in this area (see 
the Cleveland report page 8 for some 
examples). 

The strong version of mother-blaming is that 
mothers 'collude', the softer version which a 
number of feminists use is that they 'fail to 
protect'. Aside from the basic issue of whether 
adult women can protect themselves, let alone 
their children, from male aggression, there are 
important issues we need to explore here. 

We have to distinguish between the minority 
of mothers who consistently refuse to believe 
their child, the even smaller number who did 
know and were unable to act, and the 
miniscule number of mothers who sexually 
abuse their children from the vastly greater 
numbers for whom the knowledge is, in the 
words of one mother 'the worst thing I could 
possibly imagine'. Building alliances with 
mothers means we have to imagine the worst. 
How would we feel to be told that a man we 
had chosen, trusted and probably loved, had 
abused our children? Wouldn't our first 
response be to wish it not to be true? 
Wouldn't we feel numb? Wouldn't we feel that 
our world had just fallen apart? Wouldn't we 
feel overwhelmed by a range of contradictory 
emotions: anger, fear, pain, sadness, guilt, 
despair, disgust? In order to work constructively 
with mothers, these understandable reactions 
must be validated, rather than interpreted as 
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'collusion'! With support, most mothers can 
work through their immediate feelings and are 
then able to believe and support their children. 
What is needed are not the specialist teams 
which Justice Butler Sloss has put her faith in, 
but workers who are able to empower women 
and children and develop support networks 
within communities. 

In our work we must also explore how 
abusers consciously entrap children and use a 
variety of strategies to convince them that their 
mother either cannot or will not believe or 
support them (note the similarity with how 
batterers isolate adult women from potential 
support). Some of the strategies they use are: 
telling the child her mother will not believe her; 
undermining the mother's authority; humiliating 
and/or abusing the mother in front of the 
child; and perhaps most effectively abusing the 
child in the mother's presence in such a way 
that whilst it is not necessarily apparent to the 
mother, the child thinks that the mother must 
know but is ignoring it. Seeing these planned 
strategies also helps us to understand the 
ambivalence and anger some child and adult 
survivors feel towards their mothers. 

Whilst there are some legal routes by2 which 
abusers can be removed from the home , the 
experience of some areas in the US and a 
state wide initiative in New South Wales, 
Australia show that the most important factor 
in adopting this approach is to view incest as 
one form of child sexual assault, which in turn 
is a form of male violence. This enables a 
reframing of the issue, which when 
accompanied by funded community education 
can create a climate in which abusers are held 
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accountable for their actions . The crucial task 
for British feminists is to achieve this reframing. 

There are a range of other issues which the 
coalition highlighted which both the report itself 
and the media response to it failed to address. 
They are summarized here as questions and 
issues which we need to discuss ourselves and 
take into the public arena: 

-How do we counter the re-writing of history 
which is erasing the fact that it was the 
testimony of women survivors and the work 
of feminist groups which made child sexual 
abuse a public issue? 

-How can we challenge the 'expert' take-over, 
which is transforming child sexual abuse 
from a political issue, about which feminists 
have much to offer in terms of theory and 
practice, into an issue about 'diagnosis', 
'management' and 'treatment' which is the 
preserve of professionals? 

-How do we develop an anti-racist practice 
which takes account of the possibilities that 
for Black and ethnic minority children the 
meaning they come to in order to explain 
the abuse to themselves, their possibilities 
to tell, and the implications of intervention 
may be different? 

-How does disability affect the way children 
understand what has happened to them, 
their possibilities for telling and the 
willingness of adults to listen to them? 

-What is 'prevention', since we know that 
telling children to 'just say no' is both 
inadequate and an inappropriate response? 

'What will it take before the British 
press use banner headlines like 
'Never Again' about child sexual 
abuse, rather than its detection?' 

If our voices are to be heard, if we are to 
have any chance of reframing the issues, we 
must talk and network with one another. The 
Coalition document provides one starting point 
(details of how to obtain copies are given at 
the end of this article). Feedback will be 
welcomed, as will ideas about how we can 
build a strong and representative coalition, and 
what its priorities should be. 

There are other starting points. It's not so 
long ago that reports like the one in the Times 
recently would have resulted in a storm of 
protest from feminists. When sentencing a 21 
year old man to two years probation for 
'unlawful sexual intercourse' with an 11 year 
old girl, the judge said 'In every other way you 
are an extremely nice young man. She was old 
for her years, you are young for yours, I can 
quite understand why you fell in love with her'. 
These days many women expect that others 
will respond and probably feel, like I do, both 
disappointed and guilty when another outrage 
passes without comment. Yet public protest has 
always been the most effective way of getting 
feminist analysis into the mainstream. 

In the aftermath of Cleveland, we need to be 
clear that what we are seeking in the 
short-term is a revolution in the way child 
sexual abuse is understood and responded to. 
In the long-term our goal is a greater 
revolution which, amongst many other things, 
will make the question Tracy Chapman poses 
'why is a woman [child] still not safe when 
she's in her home?' obsolete. 

Notes 

Copies of the Coalition document can be obtained for £1 
from Coalition, c/o Child Abuse Studies Unit, ASS, 
Ladbroke House, 62-66 Highbury Grove, London, N5 2AD. 
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